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SG-WEX: South Georgia Wave EXperiment
• Despite decades of research on orographic flows and

gravity waves, they are still poorly represented in GCMs.

• Recent studies have shown GCMs suffer from missing
gravity wave drag in the southern hemisphere
stratosphere.

• This contributes to systematic errors in large scale
circulation. e.g. in springtime breakup of polar vortex

• It has been suggested that small
mountainous islands in the South Atlantic
might contribute significantly to the
stratospheric GW momentum flux.

• The sub-Antarctic island of South Georgia
in the South Atlantic, is one such island.

South Georgia
2.9km high

54-55oS



SG-WEX: Details
1. What is the nature, variability and influence of GWs generated by South

Georgia?
2. What is the contribution of the South Georgia GWs to the total field of GWs

over the South Atlantic?
3. How important is South Georgia in comparison to other GW sources?

Observations
• Two radiosonde campaigns (1 month each of austral summer and winter

2015)
• Analysis of satellite measurements across South Atlantic
• First S. Georgia atmospheric (meteor) radar, measuring GWs from 80-

100km (deployed Jan/Feb 2016)
Modelling
• Explore the propagation and sources of GWs.
• Guide the development of improved GW parametrizations
• Determine the importance of S. Georgia compared to other GW sources

and investigate its impact on the larger scale synoptic systems.










Challenges of radiosonde launches from 
South Georgia
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Summer and winter energy densities



Summer and winter pseudo momentum fluxes



Individual waves
• Use a wavelet transform to identify the individual wave 

packets in a given profile
• For each wave reconstruct the temperature and wind time 

series
• Apply hodograph technique to get wave directions
• Use hodograph and dispersion relationship to derive other 

gravity wave parameters
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Summer time wave properties



Winter time wave properties



Model configuration

• Met Office Unified Model

• Use latest ENDGame and physics

• Driven by series of 24 hour N512 
(~25km) global forecasts

• Run nested at 1.5km horizontal 
resolution, explicitly simulates 
interaction with SG island and gravity 
wave propagation.

• Vertical domain extended to 78km 
with 118 vertical levels.

• No gw parameterisations are 
included.

∆x=1.5 km

∆x=15 km

Well resolved

Poorly resolved



radiosonde            low res          UM

Three different datasets 
used:

• UM radiosonde flight 
profiles: created by “flying” 
the radiosonde through the 
model)

• Low resolution: 
interpolating radiosonde 
data onto the UM height 
resolution.

• Original radiosonde data

These data are analysed the 
same way and then the 
results compared.



radiosonde            low res          UM



Summary

• More downward waves in winter…consistent with other Antarctic 
studies

• Peak in observed energy density in wintertime over South Georgia

• Unified model can capture trends in energy density but not magnitude –
not due completely to height resolution

• Reasons – way the model resolves gravity waves, especially orographic 
waves, needs to be examined.

• South Georgia is a hotspot of gravity wave activity so we need to be able 
to model it accurately.



Future work: DRAGON-WEX
DRake pAssaGe sOuthern ocean Wave Experiment

Identifying gravity wave sources of the “missing momentum flux” at 60S 

Using satellites, radiosondes, meteor radars and models

Working with colleagues at Bath University and Met Office

I am aiming to gather as much Antarctic high resolution radiosonde data 
to study waves in this region.
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